Used mazda 626

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The dealership did
respond when I used the car gurus app to contact them. It was when i called them on a follow
up, that led me to believe i would not choose to deal with them. I called and the person who
answered the phone started playing 20 questions as to why i called. Just no. Drove two hours to
see car. Car was not as advertised. We were mislead. Engine light on, extremely dirty-trash in
back seat. Salesman not there as told he would be. No hard pitch pressure to buy! Offered
suggestions that helped us drive our new car home same day. Nick is totally unprofessional! It
took them 2 days to get back to me i was looking for the best they could do for cash price. Guy
was very nasty in emails stay away from this dealer!!!!! Super nice and very knowledgeable.
Upfront and honest. He totally understand when my husband was just too tall for it sadly. My
Happy Cheerful sales man Tim. Couldn't have asked for a better transaction. They were very
patient with me getting there for a test drive, took 10 days. I left with a freshly washed
vacuumed an full tank of gas. Car was as described on Car Gurus. Please give them a try. I'm
glad I did. Thank you. They were responsive to my inquiry and helpful with my shopping needs
for a new vehicle! Excellant recieved email next day i was shock but happy the saleman was a
true honedt gentle who i hope to do business with soon. Never spoke to anyone because i didnt
return email or phone call. Very prompt responding to my inquiry. All of my interaction with
them was on the phone and they were very helpful. I did not make a purchase because the
vehicle had a smaller engine than I wanted. Very good to talk to the owner and learn more about
Cadillac devil I thalt they were very helpful. Took their time with me to make sure my experience
was a better one than previous dealerships. Responded Quickly, let me know the vehicle was
still in inventory. Cv19 had to make an appointment. I have a changing schedule. Hard to nail
down a time. Omg mark from kali auto was unbelievably helpful, responded to my questions
and was patient awaiting our final choice. Although we bought a car with way less mileage this
was a good deal but our daughter is to far away to worry about issues. Dealer never sent
pictures of a car that I wanted to purchase after calling me back and saying that they were going
to do so. Very quick e-mail response, unfortunately they are too far to visit. Would really like to
see and possibly buy. The dealer was great. Paul was able to help us and get us on the road
with a nice caravan. He was very professional and good customer service. The vehicle how ever
was not what it appeared to be in the photo. Lots of damage and the transmission is slipping on
the vehicle. The Mazda is best remembered as a mid-sized sedan, but it started life as a
compact, and even came as a hatchback for a few years. The was introduced in It was one of the
first cars to offer a split rear seat, significantly increasing cargo space. Later, the offered other
innovative features, like swinging vents. By the late '80s, the included enough American-made
parts to classify as a domestic car, much to the chagrin of buyers who though they were getting
a Japanese car. In particular, many owners had problems with the Ford-made automatic
transmission, which was the same one used in the Ford Probe. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. Used Mazda for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi
mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Mazda listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not
Available. Request Information. The was discontinued after to make way for the all new Mazda 6.
Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Mazda dealers in Atlanta GA. Mazda dealers in Chicago IL.
Mazda dealers in Dallas TX. Mazda dealers in Houston TX. Mazda dealers in Los Angeles CA.
Mazda dealers in Miami FL. Mazda dealers in New York NY. Mazda dealers in Philadelphia PA.
Mazda dealers in Washington DC. Mazda Millenia For Sale 7 listings. Mazda MX-3 For Sale 1
listing. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle
Listing Details. Recent Arrival! Description: Used Mazda LX. They are so customer service
oriented, it's hard not to feel special!! They are attentive, fast, efficient and caring. Would highly
recommend. Description: Used Mazda ES. If I could leave less than one star I would. Worse
customer service, follow through, bad management. Very disorganized. I do not recommend
this dealership or their sales team. The reason for my review is based on our experience. Our
original sales person did not seem to know where the cars were, didn't seem to want to spend
extra time finding the right car for us, and even then we were patient and waited for him figuring
he was new to the business but when we got to the table on the one option we had selected the
sales person sent over two managers and they were unable to negotiate a price for us. The

process was way to long on the negotiation side and we felt that they were just playing games
with us. We had a price in mind and weren't willing to go over that. One manager said one thing
and then the other came and offered us a price over the other offer. It was very wishy washy and
shady to operate like that. Then we found out the car we had been negotiating on was in an
accident when we told our sales person we did not want one that had been. Then they said they
had a car for us at X amount price which we agreed on, left us there waiting, then our sales
person returned and said he could not locate the car and could no longer help us. As we were
leaving the third time we were stopped by another sales lead person who said they would help
us. He located a car for us like the one we seen before only we had not seen on the lot
previously but then again came back with a higher price than what we said we would pay. At the
end of the day being exhausted from all that we did end up settling on a car that he found that I
am happy with but we did have to come up on our price and that is the reason I rate this
dealership so poorly. Also one of the cars I wanted they didn't even try to negotiate because
they said it was to much and this car had chips in the paint and something broken inside. That
was a shame. Sad to say this is the service you can expect and since they have to sell 55 cars a
day I would say that is what we felt drove them to continue to bring us back but not with the
goal to give us good service or for customer satisfaction just to get our business. In addition
they do charge a recondition fee for used cars so be aware of that and there car detailing
service is sub par. I have to re clean what they cleaned because it was done in a rush. The
finance team was very nice and that is about all that was positive. The exterior is a beautiful dk
red. Call and schedule your test drive today! Description: Used Mazda DX. We are committed to
earning customers for life. That's the way business should be done. Price does not include a
charge for 0. The dealership was very professional and informative. The process was very
organized from test driving the vehicle to the loan application and signing of documents. The
sales person walked us through all the aspects of the vehicle which made driving away in
comfort easier. I would highly recommend them. Located right off Highway at Perez Rd. In the
Cathedral City Auto-mall. We offer free door to door shuttle service in the valley as well as a
family oriented staff and atmosphere. We can make that happen. We create a culture designed
to educate and help, not just SELL!. Our dealership's mission is to make every customer a
customer for life by providing world class services every time. Excellent customer care,
competitive prices, and our well-trained staff are a few of the great features about shopping at
our new and used Honda dealership. Give our dealership a call or visit us in Cathedral City
today and take a test drive in your dream vehicle. We also offer Military Discounts for our
active-duty service members. It looks like the only vehicles matching your search at this time
are over miles away. Consider expanding your search or save this search to get notified when
matching inventory is available. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 6 Manual 4. Drivetrain Front Wheel
Drive Interior Color Light Brown. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings.
Listings with recent price drops. Not Listed. Not provided. No accidents. New Listing Photo is
not available. Dealer Review: If I could leave less than one star I would. New Listing. Photo is
not available. Dealer Review: The dealership was very professional and informative. Title issue.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 18 listings. Sign Up. Used Mazda for Sale 4. Overall Rating. Track Price
Check Availability. By Rating. Overall 4. There are few things that have gone awry with it so far.
The internal car noise is minimal, getting to key components is easy to do, and replacing the
interior cabin filter is a breeze. Pulled the car up to get the oil changed and the per said - "This
is a ? Head space is great, I am 6'2" and I don't feel cramped. The battery on the key fob does
not hold a charge for very long - keep spares handy. The first car. Overall 3. My first car I ever
owned was the Mazda Like any person getting their first car, no matter what brand or age,
initially you are going to be very excited. Likewise, I was. I was so excited the first time I took
seat in my very first Mazda One very memorable experience I had with this vehicle was one of
my last. It was during my junior year of high-school. During the latter portion of my junior year I
decided public school was no-longer for me - this is long before I took up and received my
diploma through Penn Foster online edu. I had my reasons for believing this at the time which I
reserve the right to. Besides that truth, Besides that truth, this memory is truly memorable
because skipping the last semester of school, in my own vehicle allowed me to experience
much more than I would have inside of those four wall. Since my mom was against the idea of
skipping school - I had to roll out! I had to find a place to spend 6 hours of my day 5 days a
week! Some of the most major things I did during these fleeting days were make constant trips
to a neighborhood I use to live in and thus was very familiar with as well as go to the coin
laundry mat about a mile away from both my school and house. Spending so much time in my
car traveling to different places really taught me to see the value in simplicity. I've always loved

a challenge, but in those memorable months I wanted nothing more than a loving break and a
back rub! When I first got behind the wheel of this car I was overjoyed. My first time driving it,
after just repairing an essential part with my dad left me in joy. The wheel actually handled
excellent. I would be able to go pick up my friends shortly after. While driving down a major
road my friend Alex, who sat beside me, said "This feels like we're flying and I like that
sensation" - I couldn't agree with him more! The 99 Gen Mazda gave me a wonderful first car
experience that I will never forget. However, like any car that is years behind the market at that
current time it was old and it did incur its own problems. I can't really call them its problems,
because they were dealt with more as problems of MY own. While I did enjoy the thrill of
different seat covers, fresh car smelling air fresheners, and night time driving - this car gave me
some really tough experiences and lessons as well. I remember countless times I'd spent
outside of O'Reilly's auto parts with my dad, independently, and with strangers - working on this
car! There was even a period when it was down for mon There was even a period when it was
down for months at a time. Needless to say I loved the car, but by no means was it the perfect
performing car. Overall 5. That being said, it has been an amazing vehicle for fuel economy. I
have been getting over thirty miles the gallon in a combination of highway and city miles. It
gives me the ability to not have to worry about the hills, back-roads within reason as well as the
weather that we experience out here. This car is over 20 years old, and it currently only has ,
miles on it. My favorite experience I have had in this car would have to be the ability to do
donuts in empty parking lots when it snows. I have the model without anti-lock breaks too, so I
can spin until my gas runs out. The biggest pro to this vehicle has to be the fuel economy. With
the manual transmission, I have a greater control over how much fuel I use. While it does get
great gas mileage, if I decide to down shift and get the car moving, it will get up and go with the
best of the cars in its class, even by today's standards. I have had the battery go out on me at
one point, but because of the manual transmission, I was able to bump start the car off of the
hill I was on - truly saving me from being stranded. There are some cons to the vehicle. The
trunk wasn't working properly when I first purchased it. I had to get it fixed, but it cost under
dollars, so it wasn't that big of a deal. The only true downside is the entire vehicle had some
wear and tear and wasn't aesthetically pleasing. The tires were also bald and the break pads
needed replacing, however those are things that need to be done to any vehicle from time to
time. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
2006 lincoln navigator radio
2006 nissan maxima stereo
2006 honda odyssey sliding door
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

